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Description

Easy control of your devices from the front of your PC.  6 ON/OFF switch controls mounted in a beautiful aluminum 5.25" bay
mount.

Phobya's first fan controller without much bric-a-brac, is designed for one main purpose: Full control of the fan speed in your
system!

Depending on what your system is doing and what the time of day and year is, the computer need more fan power which results
in higher noise emissions, or it can run with slower-spinning fans when a more quiet environment is needed and the summer heat
has worn off. This is just what fan controllers like this one are made for and this is what Phobya has designed this unit for. With an
unbeatable price compared to similar units Phobya leaves everyone in the dust with the MaxGuide 6 Controller!

The front in classic black Aluminium with the turning knobs, also black, fits into any case with its its timeless design. Built for
installation in a 5.25" drive bay this controller fits perfectly into any tower design. A small Phobya logo in the lower right corner
shows from which quality manufacturer this controller unit comes. Small red LEDs below the potentiometers show to which
channels fans are connected. A L for low and H for high show in which way the knob has to be turned to achieve the desired effect.
The adjustment in an speed is achieved via voltage adjustments and with a voltage range of 5-12V the speed range of virtually all
fans is covered. The unit draws power via a 4-Pin connector from the system PSU.

If you wish for an affordale, well-designed and reliable way to adjust fan speed this is the perfect choice for you!
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-70167

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Device Type Fan Controller

Bay Size 5.25" Bay

Vendor SKU/EAN 4049469122386


